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PREFACE 
Starting in the early 1959s, the word reliability acquired a highly 
specialized technical meaning in relation to the control of quality of 
manufactured product. As per the official definition of the Electronics 
Industries Association (EIA), quoted in "Reliability Principles & 
Practices" by S. R. Calabro, the reliability is, "the Probability of a device 
performing its purpose adequately for the period of time intended under 
the operating conditions encountered". The interest in Reliability theory 
currently exhibited by Engineers, mathematicians, economists, industrial 
managers and those concerned with the environmental and life sciences 
has stimulated the research work in this field. Electrical, Electronic and 
Mechanical equipments are being increasingly used in a number of fields-
in industries for control of processes, in computers, in Medical 
Electronics, Atomic Energy, Communications, navigation at sea and in 
the air and many other fields. It is essenfial that an equipment should 
operate reliably under all conditions in which it is used. However, the 
more reliable a device is, the more difficult it is to measure its reliability. 
This is so because many years of testing under actual operating 
condifions would be required to obtain numerical measures of its 
reliability. Even if such testing was feasible, the rate of technical advance 
is so great that parts would be obsolete by the time their reliability had 
been measured. In addifion, many of the components used in practice are 
subjected environments that are difficult to stimulate in the laboratory. 
The present dissertafion is devoted to the study of "Analysis of Software 
Reliability". The subject matter of the dissertation has been arranged in 
five chapters. First chapter entitled "Basic Concepts of Reliability 
Theory" is of an introductory nature and we discuss the concept of 
reliability, some important statistical probability distributions with 
properties and accelerated life test with models. 
Second chapter entitled "Basics of software Reliability" deals with their 
software reliability and its importance. We discuss life cycle models with 
their advantages and drawbacks, software testing methodology and 
software reliability cost models. 
Third chapter entitled "Change-Point Problems in Software and 
Hardware Reliability" deals with the problem of change-point. Change-
point problems are generalized by studying the multi-path change-point 
where several independent sequences are considered simultaneously and 
each sequence has one change-point. 
Fourth chapter entitled "Inference for the Software Reliability Using 
Asymmetric Loss Functions: A Hierarchical Bayes Approach" deals 
with the estimation of unknown number of errors in a piece of computer 
software. 
Fifth chapter entitled "Parameter Estimation of Some NHPP Software 
Reliability Models with Change-Point" deals with Software Reliability 
growth models and the estimation of parameters. 
References of the books and journals consulted through the task are given 
at the end of the dissertation. 
CHAPTER 1 
BASIC CONCEPTS OF RELIABILITY THEORY 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
RELIABILITY 
We often talk of an 'object' being reliable in the sense that it can be 
trusted to perform a certain job to the satisfaction of the 'USER' under 
'normal conditions'. For example, a car is said to be reliable if we are 
sure to complete our journey without any breakdown on the way, 
provided nothing unusual (like hailstorm, fog, torrential rain or an 
accident) happens. Of human beings, newspersons often talk of 'reliable 
sources'. In both the cases the word reliable means 'dependable' or 
'trustworthy'. 
The scientific meaning of the term reliability is 'repeatability' or 
'consistency'. A measure is considered reliable if it would give us the 
same result over and over again (assuming that whatever we are 
measuring is not changing). 
Reliability as a concept in Industrial Engineering can be defined as 
'freedom from failure', 'the ability to perform the specified mission' for a 
specified time under specified condifions. 
In the field of Stafisfics, the reliability is defined as the characterisfics of 
an item expressed by the probability that it will perform a required 
function under stated condifions for a stated period of fime. 
MEASUREMENT OF RELIABILITY 
Out of several definitions available, the most comprehensive definition of 
reliability is given by Crowder et al. (1991): 
"Reliability of a system (or a component) refers to its ability to operate 
properly according to a specified standard". 
Going by this definition, it is felt that different measures of rehability are 
necessary, as different devices may have different objectives and 
standard. The use of a certain device actually determines the kind of 
reliability measures that is most meaningful and most useful. For 
example, the reliability measure associated with nuclear power reactor 
components is frequently taken to be the failure rate, since failure of a 
reactor is of primary concern. On the other hand, a power supply for a 
deep space probe must function without failure for the entire mission 
duration and so the probability of survival for the mission, is the most 
important measure of reliability. We now describe a commonly used 
measure of reliability that is based on the probability of an item that 
functions until first failure, fiinctioning beyond some specified time. 
Reliability Function: Reliability is described by the reliability function 
R(t) that is the probability that a system or a component will carry out its 
mission through time t (Rigdon andBasu (2000)) 
The reliability function (also called the survival function) evaluated at 
time t is just the probability that the failure time T is beyond time /. 
Thus, the relation that defines the reliability function is given by 
R{t) = P{T>t) = \-F{tl (1.1.1) 
where F{t) is the cumulative distribution function of the failure time T, 
which is supposed to be a random variable. 
F{t)=\f{t)dt (1.1.2) 
0 
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The cumulative distribution function is also known as unreliability 
function, and is represented by Q (t). 
t 
Q{t) = F{t)=\f{t)dt (1.1.3) 
0 
These two states are also mutually exclusive. Since reliability and 
unreliability are the probabilities of these two mutually exclusive states, 
the sum of these probabilities is always equal to unity. So then: 
^(0 + ^(0 = 1 
R{t) = 1 - Q{t) 
t 
R{t)=1 - jmdt 
0 
00 
R{t)=jfit)dt (1.1.4) 
t 
1.2 BASIC CONCEPTS OF RELIABILITY 
The Expected Life (Mean Time To Failure): 
The mean time to failure (MTTF) is expected time during which the 
component will perform successfully and is defined as: 
00 
EiT)=\tf(t)dt (1.2.1) 
0 
where f{t) is the pdf of T, the lifetime of the item. As the lifetime of an 
item has to be non-negative, we must have f(t) defined for 7'>0. 
Another convenient method for determining the expected life is given by: 
00 
E{T)= \R{t)dt (1.2.2) 
0 
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This may be shown to be true by integrating by parts. E(t) is also known 
as mean time to failure (MTTF). 
Failure Rate And Hazard Function: 
The failure proce'ss is usually quite complex and it is often difficult to 
understand the mechanics of the underlying process. It is even more 
difficult to describe a failure process mathematically. However, these 
difficulties can be overcome by applying the concept that permits 
different distributions to be distinguished on the basis of physical 
considerations. Such a concept is expressed as a hazard rate, A closely 
related concept is that of failure rate. 
Failure Rate: 
The rate at which the failures occur in a certain time interval [^ 1,^ 2] is 
called the failure rate during that interval. It is defined as the probability 
that a failure per unit time occurs in the interval, given that a failure has 
not occurred prior to time ti, the beginning of the interval. Thus the 
failure rate is given by: 
jmdt 
m= 00 
it2-tl)jfit)dt 
h 
00 00 
\mdt- \f{t)dt 
J-l 2^ (12.3) 
00 
{t2-h)\mdt 
h 
If we substitute r^  = r and r2 = ? + Ar, we get 
AtR(t) ^ ^ 
Note that the failure rate is a function of time period. 
The rate in the above definition is expressed as failure per unit time. In 
practice, the time unit might be replaced by kilometers, revolutions, stress 
and so on. 
Hazard Rate: 
The hazard rate (or hazard rate function or simply hazard function) is 
defined as the limit of the failure rate as the length of the interval [?i,f2] 
approaches zero. Thus, it is instantaneous failure rate. 
The hazard rate h(t) is defined as: 
K')= lim ^ « - ^ ( ' - ^ ' ) 
f->0 
1 
R(t) 
MR{t) 
dt 
d\nR{t) 
dt 
m (1.2.5) 
R(t) 
The quantity h{t)dt represents the probability that a device of age t will 
fail in the small interval of fime t to t + At. The importance of the 
hazard rate is that it indicates the change in the failure rate over the life 
span of the device. For example, two designs may provide the same 
reliability at a specified point in time; however the failure rates up to this 
point in time may differ. The failure rate is analogous to the death rate, in 
actuarial theory, as the hazard function is analogous to the force of 
mortality. 
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A typical Hazard rate generally has the so-called bathtub shape shown in 
fig. 1.2.1 
The Bathtub Curve 
Intrinsic 
Failure 
0 Time 
Fig 1.2.1: A typical (bathtub) hazard rate curve 
In the above figure three distinct failure regions are indicated. The first, 
called the initial failure region, is characterized by a decreasing failure 
rate. It represents early failures due to material or manufacturing defects. 
Good quality control and bum in product testing may reduce the chance 
of early failure or even eliminate it altogether. 
The second region, called the chance or random failure region, is 
characterized by a constant failure rate. It represents chance failures 
caused by sudden stresses, unusually severe and unpredictable operating 
conditions and so on. To minimize or eliminate these would require a 
device that is over designed for the vast majority of situations. 
The third position, called the wear-out failure region, is typified by an 
increasing failure rate, resulting from equipment deterioration, 
accumulated shocks, fatigue etc. 
Thus it may be more convenient to select a distribution of the shape 
characteristic of the hazard rate rather than the shape of the pdf. 
It can be shown mathematically that a hazard function must satisfy the 
condition 
00 
jh{t)dt = oD (1.2.6) 
0 
where h{t)>0 for all/>0. 
Cumulative Hazard Function: 
Based on the concept of hazard function, we also define Cumulative 
Hazard Function or Integrated Hazard Function given by: 
t 
H(t)=jh{T)dT, t>0 (1.2.7) 
0 
It is easy to see that cumulative hazard function satisfies the following: 
(i) H(0) = 0 
(ii) lim H{t) = oo 
(iii) H(t) is non decreasing. 
1.3 SOME IMPORTANT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
A statistical distribution is fully described by its pdf (or probability 
density function). We use the definition of the pdf to show how all other 
functions most commonly used in reliability engineering and life data 
analysis can be derived. The reliability fianction, failure rate function. 
mean time function and median life function can be determined directly 
from the pdf. We discuss some important distributions and their 
important features and characteristics. 
1.3.1 EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
The Exponential distribution is a very commonly used distribution in 
Reliability (Engineering) Statistics just as the Normal distribution in other 
areas of statistics. Due to its simplicity, it has been very widely employed 
even in the cases where its use may not be convincingly justified. Davis 
(1952), Epstein (1958), Barlow and Proschan (1965) are among those 
who have put forth arguments in its favor. 
The exponential distribution is inherently associated with the Poisson 
Process. Exponential distribution also occurs in several other contexts, 
such as the waiting time problems. Maguire, Pearson and Wynn (1952) 
studied mine accidents and showed that time intervals between accidents 
follow Exponential distribution. 
The single parameter-exponential distribution is given by: 
f{t) = Xe-^'=-e-'^''^ r>0,;i>0,m>0 (1.3.1.1) 
m 
where, 
X = Constant failure rate, in failure per unit of measurement, e.g. failure 
per hour, per cycle etc. 
m = mean time between failures or to a failure. 
T = operating time, life or age (in hours, cycles, miles, etc). 
This distribution requires the knowledge of only one parameter, X, for its 
application. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
The Mean Time To Failure (MTTF): 
The mean, 7 or mean time to failure (MTTF) of the one-parameter 
Exponential distribution is given by: 
00 00 
T= jt.f{t)dt= \tXe-^Ut = ~ 
0 0 ^ 
The Median: 
The median, f of the one-parameter Exponential distribution is given by: 
f =-0.693 
X 
The Mode: 
The mode, 7 of the one-parameter Exponential distribution is given by 
f = 0 
The Standard Deviation: 
The standard deviation, <jj,, of one-parameter Exponential distribution is 
given by: 
1 
GT - — = m 
The Reliability Function: 
The one-parameter Exponential reliability function is given: 
R{T) = e-^'=e-^''^ 
This function is the complement of the Exponential cumulative 
distribution function or. 
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R{T) = l-Q{T) = \- jf{T)dT 
T 
and, R(T) = 1 - JAe'^'^dT = e~^^ 
0 
The Conditional Reliability Function: 
The Exponential conditional reliability equation gives the reliability for a 
mission of t duration, having already successfully accumulated T hours 
of operation upto the start of this new mission. The Exponential 
conditional reliability function is 
e R(T) --^t 
which says that the reliability for a mission of t duration undertaken after 
the component or equipment has already accumulated T hours of 
operation from age zero is only a function of mission duration and not a 
function of the age at the beginning of the mission. This is referred as the 
memory less property. 
The Exponential Reliable Life: 
The reliable life or the mission duration for a desired reliability goal tji 
for the one-parameter Exponential distribution is given by: 
R{tR) = e-^'^ 
\n[R{tR)] = -AtR 
_\n[RitR)] 
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The Exponential Failure Rate Function: 
The Exponential failure rate function is given by: 
f(r\ ;zp~^(n 
A(T) = ^-^ = ,,^, = A = Constant 
R{T) g-'^(^) 
The characteristics of one-parameter Exponential distribution can be 
exemplified by examining its parameter, Z , and the effect that A has on 
the pdf, reliability and failure rate functions. 
EFFECT OF X ON THE pdf 
• The scale parameter is — 
Ji 
• As ^ is decreased in value, the distribution is stretched out to the 
right, and as ^ is increased, the distribution is pushed towards the 
origin. 
• The distribution has no shape parameter as it has only one shape 
i.e. the exponential. The only parameter, it has is, the failure rate, 
X. 
• The distribution starts at 7 = 0, the level of f{T) = Z and 
decreases thereafter exponentially and monotonically as T 
increases and is convex. 
• Asr^oo, /(r)-^O. 
• This pdf can be thought of as a special case of Weibull pdf with 
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Effect Of X On the Reliability Function: 
• The one-parameter Exponential reliability function starts at the 
value of l - F ( r ) atr = 0. It decreases thereafter monotonically 
and is convex. 
• Asr->oo, i?(r-^oo)->0. 
Effect Of X On the Failure Rate Function: 
The failure rate function for the Exponential distribution is constant and it 
is equal to the parameter/I. 
1.3.2 WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 
Of all the probability distributions available for reliability problems, 
weibull distribution is the most commonly used probability distribution in 
the field of industrial engineering as well as for failure data analysis (also 
known as life data analysis). 
The distribution is named after Waloddi Weibull, a Swedish physicist, 
who used it in 1939 to represent the distribution of the breaking strength 
of materials. Kao, J.H.K.(1958-1959) advocated the use of this 
distribution in reliability studies and quality control work, Leiblein and 
Zelen (1956) used it as a model for ball bearing failures. Mann (1968) 
gave a variety of situations in which the distribution is used for other 
types of failure data. 
The two-parameter Weibull pdf is given by: 
1 
pfT\P-' 
fj\P 
VnJ L 
where, 
/ (r)>o,r>o,y^>o,77>o 
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(1.3.2.1) 
and. 
;7=Scale parameter 
/?=Shape parameter or slope. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 
The Mean Time to Failure (MTTF): 
The mean,r of the two-parameter Weibull pdf is given by: 
T=r]Y {-A 
where p 
KP J 
is the gamma function evaluated at the value of 
yP , 
The Median: 
The median, f of the two-parameter Weibull pdf is given by: 
f = 77(ln2) 
The Mode: 
The mode, f of the two-parameter Weibull pdf is given by: 
1 
r = 7; P 
The Standard Deviation: 
The standard deviation, cjj of the two-parameter Weibull pdf is given 
by: 
13-
c7T = ?].r 
f'^ \ fX \^ 
p + 1 KH J 
- + 1 
KP J 
The cdf and the Reliability Function: 
The cdf of the two-parameter Weibull pdf is given by: 
F{T) = \-e 
The Weibull Reliability Function is given by: 
R{T) = \-F{T) = e 
fj\P 
77> 
The Conditional Reliability Function: 
The Weibull conditional reliability function is given by: 
R{T\t) = R{T + t) 
/ 
'T+t \P 
^ U j 
e 
p 
'(TM^ 
I 7 J ^ -[' V 
(j'\ 
UJ 
.^P' 
l) 
P 
R{T\t) = e 
Above equation gives the reliability for a new mission of t duration, 
having already accumulated T hours of operation upto the start of this 
new mission and the units are checked out to assure that they will start the 
next mission successfully. (It is called conditional because you can 
calculate the reliability of a new mission based on the fact that the unit(s) 
already accumulated T hours of operation successfully). 
-14. 
The Reliable Life: 
For the two-parameter WeibuU distribution, the reliable life, 7^, of a unit 
for a specified reliability, starting the mission at age zero, is given by: 
TR=ri{-\n[R{TR)]}P 
This is the life for which the unit will function successfully with a 
reliability ofR{Tji). If R{T]i) = 0.5 thenj^ =f, the median life, or the 
life by which half of the units will survive. 
The Failure Rate Function: 
The two-parameter Weibull failure rate fiinction Jl(T) is given by: 
,^r)=.m.fi (-''-' L 
R{T) 77 
The characteristics of the two-parameter Weibull distribution can be 
exemplified by examining the two parameters, p and 77, and the effect 
they have on the pdf, reliability and failure rate functions. 
EFFECTS OF j3 ON THE pdf: 
• For 0 < y^  < 1? the failure rate decreases with time. 
• Asr^O,/(r)->oo. 
• As r^oo,/(7')-^0 
• F{T) decreases monotonically and is convex as T increases. 
• The mode is non-existent. 
• For y^  = 1, it becomes the exponential distribution, as a special case 
Or, 
15 
f{T) = -e 7^, /7>0,r>0 
where— = X = chance, useful life or failure rate. 
• For p > \,f{T) -, the weibull assumes wear out type shapes (i.e. the 
failure rate increases with time). 
• / ( r) = Oatr = 0 
• f{T) increases as j -> r (mode) and decreases thereafter, 
• For y^  = 2 it becomes the Rayleigh distribution as a special case. 
For ^<2.6 the Weibull pdf is positively skewed (has a right 
tail), for 2.6<y^<3.7 its coefficient of skewness approaches zero 
(no tail); consequently, it may approximate the normal pdf and 
for /? > 3.7 it is negatively skewed (left tail). 
• The parameter /? is a pure number i.e. it is dimensionless. 
Effects Of p On Reliability Function: 
• R{T) decreases sharply and monotonically for Q<p<\, it is 
convex and decreases less sharply for the same p. 
• For y^  = land the same p, R(T^ decreases monotonically but less 
sharply than for 0 < ^^  < 1 and is convex. 
• For p>l,R(T) decreases as T increases but less sharply than 
before and as wear-out sets in, it decreases sharply and goes 
through an inflection point. 
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Effects Of p On Failure Rate Function: 
The Weibull failure rate for 0 < /? < 1 is unbounded at 7" = 0 • The failure 
rate;j,(7'), decreases thereafter monotonically and is convex, approaching 
the value of zero as j -> oo or X{<x>) = 0 • This behavior makes it suitable 
for representing the failure rate of units exhibiting early-type failures, for 
which the failure rate decreases with age. When such behavior is 
encountered, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
• Bum-in testing and/or environmental stress screening are not well 
implemented. 
• There are problems in the production line. 
• Inadequate quality control. 
• Packaging and transit problem. 
• For P = l, X{T) yields a constant value of —, or, 
ri 
X{T) = X = -
• For p>\, X{T) increases as T increases and becomes suitable for 
representing the failure rates of units exhibiting wear-out type failures. 
For \<p<2 the Xil) curve is concave, consequently the failure rate 
increases at a decreasing rate as T increases. 
• For p = 2, or for the Rayleigh distribution case, the failure rate 
fiinction is given by 
2(T\ X{T) = - -
17-
hence there emerges a straight-line relationship between ;j,(7) and 
T, starting at a value of /i(r) = 0 at r = 0 and increasing thereafter 
2 
with a slope of Consequently, the failure rate increases at a 
constant rate as T increases. Furthermore, if 77 = i the slope 
becomes equal to 2 and ;i(r) becomes a straight line that passes 
through the origin with a slope of 2. 
• When y^  > 2 the X{r) curve is convex, with its slope increasing as 
T increases. Consequently, the failure rate at an increasing rate as 
T increases indicating wear-out life. 
• A change in the scale parameter rj has the same effect on the 
distribution as a change of the abscissa scale. 
• If 77 is increased, p is kept the same, the distribution gets stretched 
out to the right and its height decreases, while maintaining its 
shape and location. 
• If 77 is decreased, while p is kept the same, the distribution gets 
pushed towards the left (i.e. towards its beginning, orQ) and its 
height increases. 
- l i 
1.4 ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS 
Many devices such as electronic items have very high reliability when 
operating within there intended normal use environment. This presents 
problem in measuring the reliability of such devices because a very long 
period of testing under the actual operating conditions would be required 
to obtain sufficient data to estimate the reliability. Even if this testing 
could be accomplished, the time frame is such that the devices may 
become absolute before their reliability is established due to the high rate 
of technological advances. Also, it would be difficult to conduct the 
testing in laboratory. 
One solution to the problem of obtaining meaningful life test data for 
high reliability devices is accelerated life testing. This type of testing 
involves observing the performance of these kinds of devices operating at 
higher stress levels than usual to obtain failures more quickly. In order to 
shorten product life, it is a well established engineering practice to use 
certain stresses or accelerating variables, such as higher levels of 
temperature, voltage, pressure, vibration, etc., than the normal operating 
level. 
The main difficulty of accelerated life testing lies in using the failure data 
obtained at the accelerated, or higher stress, condition to predict the 
reliability, mean life, or other quantities under the normal use condition. 
Extrapolation from the accelerated stresses to the normal use stress is 
done 
by choosing an appropriate model, called an Acceleration Model. The 
choice of an acceleration model calls for a knowledge of the variation of 
failure behavior with environment. In parametric methods, this involves 
functional relationship between the parameters of the failure distributions 
and the environmental stresses. The relationship may also involve 
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unknown parameters. In non-parametric approaches, where no specific 
form of the failure distribution is specified, the change in the failure 
distribution due to a change in environmental stress is assumed. In either 
the parametric or non-parametric all unknown parameters must be 
estimated from the accelerated test data in order to extrapolate to the 
normal use stress. 
Four acceleration models are used, i.e. Power Rule model, the Arrhenius 
model, the Eyring model, and the Generalized Eyring model. These 
models will be discussed by Mann, Schafer, and Singhpurwall (1974). 
1.4.1 ACCELERATION MODELS 
The use of acceleration life testing to make inferences about the normal 
use life distribution requires a model to relate the life length to the stress 
levels that are to be applied to items being tested. This model is referred 
to as the acceleration model. 
Here some acceleration models that have been used in parametric and 
non-parametric method will be described briefly. 
In parametric, suppose the life time random variable Xj of items in an 
environment described by a constant stress level V^ has a probability 
distribution F [t; 6i) depending on a vector of parameter 6j. Two 
assumptions which are made (Mann, Schafer, and Singpurwalla, 1974) 
are 
(i) The change in stress level does not change the type of the lifetime 
distribution F^ {t; O), but changes only the parameter values, 
(ii) The relationship between the stress level V and the parameters 9, say 
6 =m{V;a,/]...), is known except for one or more of the acceleration 
parameter a;p... and that the relationship is valid for a certain range of 
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the elements of V. The objective here is to obtain estimates of the 
parameters a',p... based on life test data obtained at large values of V 
and makes inferences about ^ for the normal use stress VQ . 
The exponential distribution with parameter A, is widely used as a lifetime 
distribution. So the acceleration models will be discussed here for 
exponential distributions. Several authors have considered other lifetime 
distributions such as Weibull [Mann (1972), and Nelsen (1975)], extreme 
value [Meeker and Nelson (1975), and Nelsen and Meeker (1978)], and 
lognormal [Nelson and Kielpinsiki (1976)]. Suppose that under constant 
application of single stress at level F/, the item being tested has an 
exponential lifetime distribution with mean /// given by 
f (/;Xi) = Xi exp(-/l^O, ^ > 0,/ > 0 
= Q,otherwise. 
Then /// =11 Xf is the mean time to failure under stress level Vf. The 
following acceleration models (relationships between Xi and Vf) have 
been suggested in the literature. 
1.4.1.1 THE POWER RULE (OR INVERSE POWER) MODEL 
This model can be derived by considerations of kinetic theory and 
activation energy. This model has applications to fatigue testing of 
metals, the dielectric breakdown of capacitors, and aging of multi 
component systems. The model is: 
and this implies that the mean time of failure fi, decreases as the /3 
power of the applied voltage F . it is desirable to estimate a and P from 
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life test data at stress levels F],...,F^ and make inferences about 
fd = l/zJ-Q at the normal use stress VQ . 
1.4.1.2 THE ARRHENIUS MODEL 
This model expresses the degradation rate of a parameter of the device as 
the function of its operating temperature. It is usually applied to thermal 
aging and is applicable to semiconductor materials. Here 
Ai=Exp{a-^/Vi) 
is the model, where Vj denotes the temperature stress and a and J3 are 
unknown parameters to be estimated in order to make inferences about 
AQ at normal temperature level VQ . 
1.4.1.3 THE EYRING MODEL FOR A SINGLE STRESS 
This model can be derived from principles of quantum mechanics and its 
expresses the time rate of degradation of some device parameter as a 
function of the operating temperature. Here 
is the model. 
1.4.1.4 THE GENERALIZED EYRING MODEL 
This model has application to accelerated testing of devices subjected to a 
constant application of two types of stresses, one thermal and one non-
thermal. The model is 
Ai = aTi exp{-/^/KTi)exp(/' + SVi IKT^) 
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where a,/]and y are unknown parameters to be estimated, K denotes 
Boltzmann's constant, whose value is 1.38*10" erg / degree Kelvin, 
and 7] is the thermal stress level and Vi is the non-thermal stress. In the 
absence of a non-thermal stress, this model reduces to 
A/ = or7}exp(-y5/7}). 
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CHAPTER 2 
BASICS OF SOFTWARE RELIABILITY 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Software now controls banking systems, all forms of telecommunications, 
process control in nuclear plants and factories as well as defense systems. 
Even in households without a PC, many of the gadgets and the 
automobiles are software controlled. The society has developed an 
extraordinary dependence on software. There are many well-known cases 
of tragic consequences of software failures. In popular software packages 
used everyday, a very high degree of reliability is needed because the 
enormous investment of the software developer is at stake. Studies have 
shown that reliability is regarded as the most important attribute by 
potential customers. 
It is not possible to write software which is totally defect free, except 
possibly for very small programs. All programs must be tested and 
debugged until sufficiently high reliability is achieved. Total elimination 
of all faults in large software systems is infeasible. Software must be 
released at some point in time as further delay will cause unacceptable 
loss of revenue and market share. The developer must take a calculated 
risk and must have a strategy for achieving the required reliability by the 
target release date. 
In recent past, enough data has available to develop and evaluate methods 
for achieving high reliability. Developing reliable software has become 
an engineering discipline rather than an art. For hardware systems, 
quantitative methods for achieving and measuring reliability have been in 
universal use for a long time. Similar techniques for software are coming 
in use due to emergence of well-understood and validated approaches. 
Here we will use the terms failure and a defect as defined below. 
Failure - A department of the system behavior from user requirements 
during execution. 
Defect (or fault) - An error in system implementation that can cause a 
failure during execution. 
A defect will cause a failure only when the erroneous code is executed 
and the effect is propagated to the output. The testability of the defect is 
defined as the probability of detecting it with a randomly chosen input. 
Defects with very low testability can be very difficult to detect. 
Some mathematical concepts are applicable to both software and 
hardware reliability. Hardware faults often occur due to aging. Combined 
with manufacturing variation in the quality of identical hardware 
components, the reliability variation can be characterized as exponential 
decay with time. On the other hand, the software reliability improves 
during testing as bugs are found and removed. Once released, the 
software reliability is fixed. The software will fail time to fime during 
operational use when it cannot respond correctly to an input. Reliability 
of hardware components is often estimated by collecting failure data for a 
large number of identical units. For a software system, its own past 
behavior is often a good indicator of its reliability, even though data from 
other similar software systems can be used for projections. 
2.2 DEVELOPMENT PHASES 
A competitive and mature software development organization targets a 
high reliability objective from the very beginning of software 
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development. Generally, the software life cycle is divided into the 
following phases: 
A. Requirements and definitions: In this phase the developing 
organization interacts with the customer organization to specify the 
software system to be built. 
B. Design: In this phase, the system is specified as an interconnection of 
units, such that each unit is well defined and can be developed and tested 
independently. 
C. Coding: In this phase, the actual program for each unit is written, 
generally in a high level language such as C or C"^ "*". 
D. Testing: This phase is a critical part of the quest for high reliability 
and can take 30 to 60% of the entire development time. It is generally 
divided into these separate phases: 
1. Unit test: In this phase, each unit is separately tested and changes are 
done to remove the defects found. 
2. Integration testing: During integration, the units are gradually 
assembled and subsystems are tested partially. 
3. System testing: The system as a whole is exercised during system 
testing. 
4. Acceptance testing: The purpose of this test phase is to assess the 
system reliability and performance in the operational environment. 
5. Operational use: Once the software developer has determined that an 
appropriate reliability criterion is satisfied, the software is released. 
6. Regression testing: When significant addifions or modificafion are 
made to an existing version, regression testing is done on the new or 
'build' versions to ensure that it sfill works and has not 'regressed' to 
lower reliability. 
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Table 1: Defects introduced and found during different phases: 
Phase 
Requirements analysis 
Design 
Coding 
Unit test 
Integration test 
System test 
Defect (%) 
Introduced 
10 
35 
45 
5 
2 
1 
Found 
5 
15 
30 
25 
12 
10 
Remaining 
5 
25 
40 
20 
10 
1 
Life Cycle Models-
Many different software life cycles have been proposed. These have 
different motivations, strengths and weaknesses. The life cycle models 
generally require the same type of tasks to be carried out, the only 
difference is the ordering of the tasks in time. 
Different software development process (or life-cycle) models: 
• Waterfall model 
• Rapid prototyping 
• Evolutionary development 
• Component reuse 
• V model 
• Formal transformation 
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WATERFALL MODEL: 
Pre-Development Analysis 
Requirement Specification 
nj 
Software Design 
Software Implementation 
Integration 
Validation 
Installation 
Operation and Maintenance 
Fig. 2.1: Waterfall Lifecycle Model 
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Advantages: 
• Each phase must be completed before the next starts. 
• Original modal did not allow iteration. 
• Still most widely used in industry and standards. 
Drawbacks; 
• Does not support parallel activity. 
• No working software until very late. 
• Does not support reuse. 
• Does not support customer involvement. 
2.3 SOFTWARE RELIABILITY AND ITS IMPORTANCE 
Software reliability is one of the important parameters of software quality 
and system dependability. It is defined as the probability of failure-free 
software operation in a specified environment for a specified period of 
time [Lyu 96]. It means that the probability that given software operates 
failure free for a specified time on the machine for which it was designed, 
given that it was within design limits and that the last failure occurred at a 
given time. A software failure occurs when the behavior of the software 
departs from its specifications and it is the result of a software fault or a 
design defect, being activated by certain input to the code during its 
execution. 
The issue of designing reliable software has acquired its importance due 
to the following reasons: 
• Systems are becoming software intensive. 
• Many software intensive systems are safety critical. 
• Software users are demanding reliable, warranted software 
systems. 
• The cost of software development is increasing. 
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2.4 SOFTWARE RELIABILITY MEASURES 
The classical reliability theory generally deals with hardware. In 
hardware system the reliability decays because of the possibility of 
permanent failures. However, this is not applicable for software. During 
testing, the software reliability grows due to debugging and becomes 
constant once defect removal is stopped. The following are the most 
commonly used reliability measures. 
Durational reliability: Following classical reliability terminology, we 
can define reliability of software system as: 
R{T)=P {no system failure during(0,0} (2.4.1) 
Transaction reliability: Sometimes a single-transaction reliability 
measure, as defined below, is more convenient to use. 
R=P {2i single transaction will not encounter a failure} (2.4.2) 
Both measures above assume normal operation, i.e. the input mix 
encountered obeys the operational profile (defined below): 
Mean Time To Failure (MTTF): The expected duration between two 
successive failures. 
Failure intensity (/I): The expected number of failures per unit. 
Note that: 
A4TTF = - (2.4.3) 
/i 
Since testing attempts to achieve a high defect-finding rate, failure 
intensity during testing ^ is significantly higher than Xop, failure 
intensity during operation. Test-acceleration factor A is given by: 
A = - ^ (2.4.4) 
and is controlled by the test selection strategy and the type of application. 
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2.5 SOFTWARE TESTING METHODOLOGY: 
To test a program, a number of inputs are applied and the program 
response is observed. If the response is different from the expected, the 
program has at least one defect. Testing can have two separate objectives. 
During debugging, the aim is to increase the reliability as fast as possible, 
by finding faults as quickly as possible. On the other hand, during 
certification, the object is to assess the reliability, thus the fault finding 
rate should be representative of actual operation. The test generation 
approaches can be divided into the classes. 
2.5.1 BLACK-BOX (OR FUNCTIONAL) TESTING: 
The black box approach is a testing method in which test data are derived 
from the specified functional requirements without regard to the final 
program structure. It is also termed as data-driven, input/output driven or 
requirement-based testing. Because only the fianctionality of the software 
module is of concern, black-box testing also mainly refers to fianctional 
testing. A testing method emphasized on executing the functions and 
examination of their input and output data. The tester treats the software 
under test as a black box. Only the inputs, outputs and specifications are 
visible and the fiinctionality is determined by observing the outputs to 
corresponding inputs. In testing, various inputs are exercised and the 
outputs are compared against specification to validate the correctness. All 
test cases are derived from the specification. No implementation details 
of the code are considered. It is obvious that the more we have covered in 
the input space, the more problems we will find and therefore we will be 
more confident about the quality of the software. Ideally we would be 
tempted to exhaustively test the input space. But as stated above, 
exhaustively testing the combinations of valid inputs will be impossible 
for most of the programs. Therefore, we should consider invalid inputs, 
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timing and resource variables separately. Combinatorial explosion is the 
major roadblock in functional testing. To make things worse, we can 
never be sure whether the specification is either correct or complete. Due 
to limitations of the language used in the specifications (usually natural 
language), ambiguity is often inevitable. Even if we use some type of 
formal or restricted language, we may still fail to write down all the 
possible cases in the specification. Sometimes, the specification itself 
becomes an intractable problem. It is not possible to specify precisely 
every situation that can be encountered using limited words and people 
can seldom specify clearly what they want. They usually can tell whether 
a prototype is (or is not) what they want after they have been finished. 
Specification problems contribute approximately 30% of all bugs in 
software. 
The research in black-box testing mainly focuses on how to maximize the 
effectiveness of testing with minimum cost, usually the number of test 
cases. It is not possible to exhaust the input space, but it is possible to 
exhaustively test a subset of the input space. Partitioning is one of the 
common techniques. If we have partitioned the input space and assume 
all the input values in a partition is equivalent then we only need to test 
one representative value in each partition to sufficiently cover the whole 
input space. Domain testing partitions the input domain into regions and 
considers the input values in each domain an equivalent class. Domains 
can be exhaustively tested and covered by selecting a representative 
value(s) in each domain. Boundary values are of special interest. 
Experience shows that test cases that explore boundary conditions have a 
higher payoff than test cases that do not. Boundary value analysis 
requires one or more boundary values selected as representative test 
cases. The difficulties in domain testing are that incorrect domain 
definitions in the specifications cannot be efficiently discovered. 
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Good partitioning requires knowledge of tiie software structure. A good 
testing plan will not only contain black-box testing but also white-box 
approaches and combination of the two. 
2.5.2 WHITE-BOX (OR STRUCTURAL) TESTING: 
Contrary to black-box testing, software is viewed as a white box or glass-
box in white-box testing, as the structure and flow of the software under 
test are visible to the tester. Testing plans are made according to the 
details of the software implementation such as programming language, 
logic and styles. Test cases are derived from the program structure. 
White-box testing is also called glass-box testing, logic-driven testing or 
design-based testing. 
There are many techniques available in white-box testing because the 
problem of intractability is eased by specific knowledge and attention on 
the structure of the software under test. The intention of exhausting some 
aspect of the software is still strong in white-box testing and some degree 
of exhaustion can be achieved such as executing each line of code at least 
once (statement coverage), traverse every branch statement (branch 
coverage) or cover all the possible combinations of true and false 
condition predicates (multiple condition coverage). 
Control-flow testing, loop testing and data flow testing, all maps the 
corresponding flow structure of the software into a directed graph. Test 
cases are careftilly selected based on the criterion that all the nodes or 
paths are covered or traversed at least once. By doing so we may discover 
unnecessary 'dead code' (code that is of no use or never gets executed at 
all) which cannot be discovered by ftinctional testing. 
In mutation testing, the original program code is perturbed and many 
mutated programs are created, each contains one fault. Each faulty 
version of the program is called the mutant. Test data are selected based 
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on the effectiveness of failing the mutants. The more mutants a test case 
can kill, the better the test case is considered. The problem with mutation 
testing is that it is too computationally expensive to use. The boundary 
between black-box approach and white-box approach is not clear-cut. 
Many testing strategies mentioned above, may not be safely classified 
into black-box testing or white-box testing. It is also true for transaction-
flow testing, syntax testing, finite-state testing and many other testing 
strategies not discussed in this text. One reason is that all the other 
techniques will need some knowledge of the specification of the software 
under test. Another reason is that the idea of specification itself is broad. 
It may contain any requirement including the structure, programming 
language and programming style as part of the specification content. 
We may be reluctant to consider random testing as a testing technique. 
The test case selecfion is simple and straightforward: they are randomly 
chosen. Study indicates that random testing is more cost effective for 
many programs. Some very subtle errors can be discovered with very low 
cost and it is also not inferior in coverage than other carefiilly designed 
testing techniques. One can also obtain reliability estimate using random 
testing results based on operational profiles. Effectively combining 
random testing with other testing techniques may yield more powerful 
and cost effective testing strategies. 
2.6 SOFTWARE COST MODELS: 
In defining important software cost factors, a cost model should help 
software and managers answer the following questions: 
1. How should resources be scheduled to ensure the on-time and 
efficient delivery of a software product? 
2. Is the software product sufficientiy reliable for release (e.g. have 
we done enough testing)? 
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3. What information does a manager or software developer need to 
determine the release of software from current software testing 
activities? 
The following notations and basic assumptions are applied throughout 
this chapter. 
NOTATIONS 
m(T) expected number of errors to be detected by time T. 
a total number of software errors to be eventually detected. 
b exponential index. 
XiT) fault detection rate per unit time or intensity function. 
mission time 
R{x/T) reliability fimction of software by time T for a mission time 
X. 
T software release time. 
Q software test cost per unit time. 
C2 cost of removing each error per unit time during testing. 
E{T) expected total cost of a software system by time T. 
y time to remove an error during testing phase. 
jUy Expected time to remove an error during testing phase 
which is E{Y). 
GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 
1. The cost to perform testing is proportional to the testing time. 
2. The cost to remove errors during the testing phase is proportional 
to the total time of removing all the errors detected by the end 
of testing phase. 
3. There is a risk cost related to the reliability at each release time 
point. 
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4. The time to remove error during testing follows a truncated 
exponential distribution. 
5. Without loss of generality, the Goel-Okumoto NHPP model will be 
used as a reliability function. 
Let 7 be a random variable of time to remove an error. Based on 
assumption (4), the probability density function of Y is given by 
siy) = y ^ , 0<y>TQ (2.6.1) 
j/le~ dz 
0 
Where TQ is the maximum time to remove an error. The expected time to 
remove each error is 
^y = E{y) = ]ys{y)dy = \ / ^ ^ dy (2.6.2) 
0 
After simplification we obtain 
A(l - e~^^o) 
2.6.1 A SOFTWARE COST MODEL WITH RISK FACTOR 
The expected software system cost, E{T), is defined as: 
(1) The cost to perform testing; 
(2) The cost incurred in removing errors during the testing phase; and 
(3) A risk cost due to software failure. 
A. The cost to perform testing is given by 
Ei{T) = CiiT) 
B. The expected total time to remove all N{T) errors is 
NiT) 
E['£^Yi] = E[NiT)]E[Yi] = miT)My 
i=\ 
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Hence the expected cost to remove all errors detected by time T can be 
expressed as 
N{T) 
i=l 
C. The risk cost due to software failure after releasing the software is 
E^{T) = C^[l-R{x/T)] 
where C3 is the cost due to software failure. 
Therefore, the expected total software cost can be expressed [Zhang, 
1998] as: 
E(T) = C{r + C{rm{T)idy + C3[l - R{xlT)] 
The mean value fiinction m{T) is 
m{T) = a{\-e~^^) 
The error detection rate function is 
The reliability of the software is 
-e •• -• 
2.6.2 A GENERALIZED SOFTWARE COST MODEL: 
Notations; 
CQ Set-up cost for software testing. 
C3 Cost of removing an error per unit time during the operational 
phase. 
C4 Loss due to software failure. 
W Variable of time to remove an error during the warranty period in 
the operational phase. 
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Hy^ Expected time to remove an error during the warranty period in the 
operational phase, which is £(ff). 
r^ Period of warranty time. 
a The discount rate of the testing cost. 
Additional Assumptions: 
(6) There is a set-up cost at the beginning of the software development 
process. 
(7) The cost of testing is a power fiinction of the testing time. This means 
that at the beginning of the testing, the cost increases with a higher 
gradient, slowing down later. 
(8) The time to remove each error during the warranty period follows a 
truncated exponential distribution. 
(9) The cost to remove errors during the warranty period is proportional 
to the total time of removing all errors detected between the 
intervals of (7,7^^ 
Similarly, from assumption 8, the truncated exponential density function 
of error removal time during warranty period is 
q(w) = f^ forO<w>TQ 
0 
Therefore, the expected time to remove an error during the warranty 
period is 
The expected software system cost comprises of the set-up cost, the cost 
to do testing, the cost incurred in removing errors during the testing phase 
and during the warranty period and the risk cost in releasing the software 
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system by time T. Hence, the expected total software system cost E{T) 
can be expressed as follows (Pham, (1999)): 
E{T) = Co + Q r ^ + C2m{T)^y + C^[m{T + T^)- m{T)\/Uy +CS- R{x/T)] 
where 0<a <\ 
2.6.3 A COST MODEL WITH MULTIPLE FAILURE ERRORS: 
In this section, a software cost model is presented under the following 
assumptions: 
a. The cost of debugging an error during the development phase is 
lower than in the operational phase. 
b. The cost of removing a particular type of error is constant 
during the debugging phase. 
c. The cost of removing a particular type of error is constant 
during the operational phase. 
d. The cost of removing critical errors is more expensive than 
major errors and the cost of removing major errors is more 
expensive than minor errors. 
e. There is a continuous cost incurred during the entire time of the 
debugging period. 
Notations 
T Software release time. 
Ql Cost of fixing a type / error during the test phase / = 1,2,3, 
C/2 Cost of fixing a type i error during the operation phase. 
{Ci2>Cn,i = 1,2,3) 
C3 Cost of testing per unit time. 
E(T) Expected cost of software. 
RQ Pre-specified software reliability. 
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Ty. Debugging time required to attain minimum cost subject to a 
reliability constraint. 
TQ Debugging time required to attain minimum cost subject to the 
number of remaining error constraint. 
TJ.QI Debugging time required to attain maximum reliability subject to 
a cost constraint. 
T 
E{T)^\ 
0 
3 
.g{t)dt 
00 
+ 
3 3 
TV- /=1 i=l 
.g{t)dt 
2.6.4 COST SUBJECT TO RELIABILITY CONSTRAINT: 
Consider the expected software cost E{T) and the software reliability 
R{xlT) as the evaluation criteria. We determine the optimum release 
time that minimizes the expected software cost subject to attain a desired 
reliability level, RQ . Then the optimization problem can be ft)rmulated as 
Minimize E{T) 
Subject to R{XIT)>RQ 
where, 
R{xlt) = QX^ 
f 3 
^L_r.-a-A)^)(i-e-(i-A)^/^) 
A 
V/=l Pi 
n 3 
£(r)=jC3r + j;cnmK0 
OL i=l 
.^(0^/ 
00 3 3 
+ I Csr + 1 ; C-m (T) + X Ca {mi {t) - m,- {T)) 
TL /=! /=1 
•g{t)dt 
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2.6.5 COST SUBJECT TO THE NUMBER OF REMAINING 
ERRORS CONSTRAINTS: 
Consider both the expected total software system cost, E{T), and the 
expected number of failure type I errors remaining in the system, w^- {T), 
as the evaluation criteria. The optimal release problem can be formulated 
as 
Minimize E{T) 
Subject to rni{T) < dj i = 1,2,3. 
where 
- (T\ / ^ \ fT\ ^Pi -(}-Pi)biT mi{T) = mi{^)-mi{T) = --^e ^ ^'^ ' 
^ Pi 
and i//is the accepted number of remaining typel errors. 
Define 
In 
T =—^ 
m 
di{\-Pi) 
(1-A)^-
The function ^/(J) is, of course, decreasing in T for all T. Then 
nil(^) - '^i f^ ^^^ o^^y '^^T>Tyyi.. 
2.6.6 SOFTWARE RELIABILITY SUBJECT TO COST 
CONSTRAINT 
Consider both the software reliability R{xlT) and the expected software 
cost E{T) as the evaluation criteria. The optimal policies problem can be 
formulated as 
Maximize R{xIT)Subject to E{T) < C^ 
where C^ is the maximum amount allowable 
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CHAPTER 3 
CHANGE-POINT PROBLEMS IN SOFTWARE AND 
HARDWARE RELIABILITY 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Most of the work in change-point problems is based on the following 
assumptions: 
1) X\,X2."X^,^r+i^r+2••'^n ^^^ independent. 
2) Xi,X2,...-,X^ are identically distributed with distribution fUnction F 
andX^+l,X^+2v"j-^A7 ^^ ^ identically distributed with distribution 
function G. 
F and G are known to belong to parametric families (e.g. normal, 
binomial) or otherwise known in functional form. 
The parameter r is the change-point which is considered unknown and is 
to be estimated from the data. 
The change-point problems have been studied by many authors. Hinkley 
(1970) used maximum likelihood to estimate r in the situation where F 
and G are from the same parametric family or F and G may be arbitrary 
known distributions. The nonparametric estimation of the change-point 
has been discussed by Carlstein (1988). Joseph and Wolfson (1992) 
generalized the change-point problems by studying the multi-path 
change-points where several independent sequences are considered 
simultaneously and each sequence has one change-point. The bootstrap 
and empirical Bayes methods are also suggested to estimate the change-
points. 
In this chapter, we extend the change-point problems from another point 
of view, especially motivated from software reliability modeling. Let F 
and G be two different life time distributions with density functions f{t) 
and g{t), X\,X2-..X^,X^j^iX^j^2---^n ^^ ^^^ interfailure times of the 
sequential failures in a lifetime testing. We assume that 
Assumption I. There is a finite number TV^of items under testing, the 
parameter A'^  may be unknown. 
Assumption II. At the beginning, all of the items have the same lifetime 
distribution F. After r failures are observed, the remaining (N-T) 
items have the distribution G. The change-point r is assumed unknown. 
Assumption III. The sequence {X\,X2...Xj) is statistically 
independent of the sequence (X^+l, X^+2'—j^n)-
Here, we need not to assume the independence between the variables in 
sequences {Xi,X2...Xj.) and{X^^i,X^^2^-">^n)' because the 
interfailure times of failures in a lifetime testing are usually dependent. 
Note that assumption i[fmay not be realistic in some cases. We use it only 
for the sake of the model simplicity. However, it is easy to modify this 
assumption or drop it. 
In software reliability, the initial number of faults contained in a program 
is always unknown. One has to execute the program in a specific 
environment and improves its quality by detecting and correcting the 
faults. Many software reliability models assume that during the fault 
detection process, each failure caused by a fault occurs independently and 
randomly in time according to the same distribution, see e.g. Musa et al. 
(1987). The failure distribution can be affected by many factors such as 
the running environment, testing strategy and the resource. Generally, the 
running environment may not be homogeneous and can be changed 
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with the human learning process. Hence, the change-point problems are 
of interest in modeling the fault detection process. The change-point can 
be occurred when the testing strategy and resource allocation are 
changed. Also, the increasing knowledge of the program, the testing 
facilities and other random factors can be the causes of the change-points. 
The change-point problems can also occur in hardware reliability and 
survival analysis. The difference is only that the parameter N is usually 
known in hardware reliability. For example, the change-point problem 
can occur in the lifetime testing in a random environment and when the 
testing equipments are replaced or repaired. Particularly, the observed 
data in this area are often grouped and are then dependent. For example, 
if we are investigating a new treatment for some disease, the observed 
data may be censored because some patients may be out of the trials and 
new patients may come into the trials. Hence, the obtained data are 
dependent unlike the common change-point models. 
In the following sections, some change-point models are presented based 
on the assumptions I, II and III. Also, we consider the maximum 
likelihood estimations of the change-point r and the other parameters 
such as the number A'^  of items, the parameters of distribution F and G. 
The applications in software reliability and numerical example are given. 
3.2 SOME SPECIFIC CHANGE-POINT MODELS 
We ftirther assume that a lifetime testing is performed according to the 
type-II censoring plan in which the number of observations n is decided 
before the data is collected. 
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Denote by T[,T2,...,T^ the arrival times of sequential failures in the 
lifetime testing. Then we have 
T2=Xi+ Xi 
T„=Xi+X2+- + X„ (3.2.1) 
According to the assumptions I, II and III the failure times T\,T2,...,T^ 
are the first r order statistics of a sample with size A'^  from parent 
distribution ^,7V+l'^r+2>""'^« '^"^  h^e first {n-r) order statistics of a 
sample with size {N - z) from parent distribution G. 
3.2.1 MODEL I (JM model with one change-point): 
Assume that F and G are Exponential distribution with parameters A,\ 
and ^2 •> respectively. Then, it is easy to show that the interfailure times 
Xi,X2,—,Xy^ are independently exponentially distributed. Specifically, 
Xi is exponentially distributed with parameter X\{N -i + \), 
i = 1,2,..., rand Xj is exponentially distributed with parameter 
A2(iV-r-7 + l), j = T + \,T + l,...,n. 
The JM model was first proposed by Jelinski and Moranda (1972) to 
model the fault detection process of a program. It was derived based on 
the following assumptions: 
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J\. There are N initial faults in the program. 
J2. A detected fault is removed instantaneously and no new fault is 
introduced. 
J3. Each failure caused by a fault occurs independently and randomly in 
time according to an Exponential distribution. 
The JM model is the simplest and most cited software reliability model. It 
is also the most criticized model because assumption J2 and J3 imply 
that all faults in a program have the same size and each removal of the 
detected faults reduces the failure intensity by the same amount. 
However, the JM model remains central to the topic of software 
reliability. Many models are derived based on the assumptions similar to 
that of JM model Considering the change-point in this model is also 
intended to remove its drawbacks and the proposed model is expected to 
be more close to the reality. 
3.2.2 MODEL II (Weibull Model): 
Assume that F and G are Weibull distribution ftinctions with parameters 
(/ll, ^ i) and {^2, ^ 2) respectively. That is 
F (0 = l -exp{- i i^^i} , 
G(0 = l-exp{-A2?^2}. 
In this case, the time intervals of failures are dependent. The Weibull 
model without change-points is used by Wagoner (1973) to describe the 
fault detection process. Particularly, when the shape parametery^ = 2, the 
Weibull model is the model proposed by Schick and Wolverton (1973). In 
application, we can use the simplified model in which the shape 
parameters p\ and P2 ^^^ assumed equal. 
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3.2.3 MODEL III (Littlewood Model): 
Assume that F and G are Pareto distribution functions given by 
F(o=l-(l+^/^ 
Al 
When no change-point occurs, model III is the Littlewood model which is 
proposed by Littlewood (1981) based on assumption J1,J2 andJS, but 
the failure rates /l/'s associated with each fault are assumed to be 
identical and independent random variables with Gamma distribution. 
Under the Bayesian framework, the failure distribution is shown to be 
Pareto distribution, see Littlewood (1981) for details. 
3.3 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION: 
In general, we assume that the distribution concerned belong to parameter 
families {F(/|i9i),6'i G©}} and {G(/|6'2),^2 ^02)- Because 
Ti,T2,...,T^ are the first r order statistics of a sample with size A^  from 
parent distribution F, 7V+l'^r+2'-"'^n ^^ ^ the first {n-z) order 
statistics of a sample with size {N - r) from parent distribution G, then 
the log likelihood without the constant term is 
L{T,N,ex,e2\T^,T2^...Jn) 
= X(^-/+i) + i;/(7]-!^i)+ tg{Ti\e2) 
i=\ i=\ i=T+\ 
+ {N-T)\og{\-F{T,\0O} + (N-n)\og{\-G{T„\02)} (3.3.1) 
47. 
The maximum likelihood estimator of the change-point is the value f 
/ \ /V A 
that together with {N,01,02)^^^^^^^^^ the expression (3.3.1). There is 
no closed form for f. However, it can be obtained by calculating the log 
likelihood for each possible value ofr , 1<T<n-\, and selecting as f 
the value that maximizes the log likelihood. 
For model 1 the maximum likelihood estimates of parameter {N,Ai,Z2) 
given change-point r in terms of the interfailure times are determined by 
the following equations: 
i l = (3.3.2) 
Y.{N-i + \)xi 
/=1 
i2= „ ^"-'^ (3,3.3) 
^ =^t^i + k t^i (3.3.4) 
^^(N-i + l) .^^ 1 .^ ^^1 
On the distribution of f, it is not easy to have a general conclusion. The 
asymptotic distribution of f may be deduced following Hinkely (1970). 
It is also possible to use the bootstrap to estimate the distribution of f 
following Joseph and Wolfson (1992). We should point out that there 
exists a problem when the parameter N is unknown. In some cases, 
maximum likelihood estimate of A^  doesn't exist, see e.g. Joe and Reid 
(1985), Wright and Hazelhurst (1988) and Huang (1990) where the JM 
model and other models are considered and the conditions for the 
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existence of maximum likelihood estimates of A^  are given. 
Consequently, when the maximum likelihood estimate of N doesn't exist 
for some data set, the maximum likelihood estimates of r may not exist. 
3.4 APPLICATION: 
In this section, we apply model I for a real data set in software reliability. 
The data set is tabled in Table 3,1 
First, we use the data in Table 3.1 to estimate parameters {T,N,/i\,/l2) by 
formulae (3.3.2), (3.3.3) and (3.3.4). The estimates for parameters 
{T,N,Z\,A,2) are 
f = 16, A^=:144.89, ii =1.1086e-04, i2 =2.9925e-05 
The estimates of parameters N and A, in the JM model are 
iV = 141.90, i = 3.4967e-05. 
We can see that the estimations for the number of faults A'^  by these two 
models are slightly different. 
For possible values of the change-point r, the log likelihood is plotted in 
Figure 3.4.1. 
Second, we consider the prediction ability of model I. Note that the main 
objective in software reliability is to predict the behavior of fiiture 
failures as well as possible. Here, we compare model I with the JM model 
from the prediction point of view. 
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Table 3.1 Interfailure Times of the System Tl in Musa (1979) 
3 
50 
242 
8 
197 
193 
10 
160 
33 
1435 
729 
482 
5485 
30 
77 
68 
227 
193 
336 
16 
828 
868 
30 
1897 
5509 
1160 
113 
24 
422 
65 
6 
31 
529 
1011 
724 
143 
447 
100 
1864 
81 
108 
180 
176 
79 
369 
379 
445 
2323 
108 
386 
10 
4116 
115 
88 
10 
58 
816 
748 
44 
296 
2930 
0 
446 
1071 
9 
670 
1146 
457 
1351 
0 
129 
1755 
1461 
3110 
122 
371 
2 
120 
600 
300 
148 
232 
810 
1064 
843 
1247 
990 
790 
91 
26 
15 
97 
21 
330 
290 
1783 
12 
943 
948 
6150 
112 
114 
36 
263 
233 
365 
300 
860 
261 
700 
1082 
3321 
15 
325 
4 
452 
134 
1222 
529 
983 
1800 
875 
22 
1045 
138 
55 
0 
255 
357 
543 
281 
707 
865 
245 
75 
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The u-plot and prequential likelihood techniques are used to evaluate the 
prediction ability. In general, the u-plot of a good predicting system 
should be close to the diagonal line with unit slope and the maximum 
vertical distance between the u-plot and the diagonal line, which is called 
Kolmogorov distance, is a measurement of the closeness. On the other 
hand, it can be shown that model A is in favor of model B if the 
prequential likelihood ratio PL /PL is consistently increasing as the 
predicting process. For more details about these techniques, see 
Littlewood (1991) and Dawid (1998). 
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Figure 3.4.1: Values of the log likelihood function against the change-
point 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 
Figure 3.4.2; U-plots comparison between Model I and the JM model 
0,1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0,6 0,7 0.8 0.9 
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Figure 3.4.2 is the u-plot of model I and the JM model starting after 35 
failures. The Kolmogorov distance for model I is equal to 0.088 and for 
the JM model it is 0.1874. 
Figure 3.4.3: Log prequential likelihood ratios between model I dind the 
JM model 
" T " " ' t 1 ) ' r 
' 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
From Figure 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, we can see that the fitness and the prediction 
have been improved by considering the change-point in JM model for the 
specific data set. 
3.5 DICUSSION 
We have presented some change-point models which can be used in 
software reliability. The main difference between the models proposed 
here and common ones is the dependent sample. However, there are 
numerous open questions about the change-point problems in software 
reliability. 
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The maximum likelihood estimation of the change-point is yet to be 
solved because in some software reliability models, the maximum 
likelihood estimation of the number of faults can be infinity. In such 
cases, another estimation procedure has to be developed. 
An extension of the change-point problems in software reliability can be 
made by considering the multi-path change-points. It may be expected 
that the original software reliability models can be improved by 
introducing the idea of the change-points. 
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CHAPTER 3 
CHANGE-POINT PROBLEMS IN SOFTWARE AND 
HARDWARE RELIABILITY 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Most of the work in change-point problems is based on the following 
assumptions: 
1) X\,X2...X^,X^^lX-j.+2---^n ^^^ independent. 
2) Xi,X2,...,X-j- are identically distributed with distribution function F 
a.ndX^+l,X^^2->—>^n ^^^ identically distributed with distribution 
function G. 
F and G are known to belong to parametric families (e.g. normal, 
binomial) or otherwise known in functional form. 
The parameter r is the change-point which is considered unknown and is 
to be estimated from the data. 
The change-point problems have been studied by many authors. Hinkley 
(1970) used maximum likelihood to estimate T in the situation where F 
and G are from the same parametric family or F and G may be arbitrary 
known distributions. The nonparametric estimation of the change-point 
has been discussed by Carlstein (1988). Joseph and Wolfson (1992) 
generalized the change-point problems by studying the multi-path 
change-points where several independent sequences are considered 
simultaneously and each sequence has one change-point. The bootstrap 
and empirical Bayes methods are also suggested to estimate the change-
points. 
CHAPTER 4 
INFERENCE FOR THE SOFTWARE RELIABILITY USING 
ASSYMETRIC LOSS FUNCTIONS: A HIERARCHICAL BAYES 
APPROACH 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Let A^  be the unknown number of errors in a piece of computer software. 
An important problem in software reliability is the estimation of A'^  from 
past data. 
The most commonly used model for describing the stochastic failures of 
software is that proposed by Jelinski and Moranda (1972) - henceforth J-
M. The assumptions made by J-M are the following: 
(i) When the software fails, the error causing the failure can be detected 
and removed without inserting any additional errors. 
(ii) The failure rate of the software at any point is proportional to the 
residual number of faults in the program; the program 
begins with N faults. 
(iii) Each of the N faults contributes an equal amount A (unknown) to 
the failure rate. 
(iii) Given N and A, the times between successive failures of the 
program, Tj, r2,..., T^ are independent with the conditional 
density given by 
f{ti\N,A) = MN-i + l)oxp{-AiN-i + \)ti} (4.1.1) 
with N and A being the unknown parameters. 
There are some critical issues about the J-M model that are: 
(i) The "bug counting" framework from which th^ ^ n?:odel is derived is. 
unreaHstic (see Littlewood, 1981). \ \ \X\ ^J M ^ Xl) '3§ 
// y (ii) The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of ^-^can ^fteri-rbe' 
misleading (see Forman and Singpurwalla (1977)). 
(iii) The use of symmetric loss frmctions may be inappropriate to 
make inference for A'', as has been recognized in the literature 
(seeZellner, 1986). 
(iv) The stopping procedure for debugging the software proposed by 
Forman and Singpurwalla (1977) is empirical and needs a 
critical examination of the actual likelihood frinction at each 
stage of the procedure without considering an appropriate 
loss fijnction. 
(v) The squared loss function may be inappropriate for 
predicting fiiture failure times. 
In this chapter, we will discuss in details items (ii)-(iv) of the 
five critical issues of the J-M model that we presented above. 
These and other matters are developed as follows: 
Motivated by Raftery (1988), in section 4.2 we present a hierarchical 
Bayes approach to get information aboutA''. Also, using the Table 4.1 
introduced by Forman and Singpurwalla (1977) to study the instability of 
the MLE of A ,^ a comparison of the posterior mode with the MLE is 
considered. In section 4.3, we suggest the use of LINEX loss function, 
which seems us to be more appropriate for estimating the parameter N 
and a stopping rule for debugging the software based on the robustness of 
this asymmetric loss ftinction is formulated. 
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4.2 A HIERARCHICAL BAYES MODEL TO ESTIMATE N 
Bayesian inference for the unknown parameters N and A involves 
assigning a prior distribution to the pair (A'', A), and using the data and the 
Bayes theorem to obtain the posterior distribution. In this section we are 
concerned about the parameter//. A difficulty with the Bayesian analysis 
to estimate the parameter TV has been the absence of a sufficiently flexible 
family of prior distribution, mainly due the fact that// is an integer. To 
avoid this problem, as in Raftery's paper (1988), we assume that N has a 
Poisson model distribution. Since the resulting hyperparameters are 
continuous -valued, the following hierarchical Bayes model can be 
formulated: 
(/) 7;-|iV,A~exp{A(7V-z + l)} i = l,2,...,n 
(ii) N\jU~ Poisson{ju) 
(Hi) ju ~ Gamma[a\, ZJ^  ], A ~ Gamma[c\, d\ ] (4.2,1) 
Where ^ and A are assumed to be independent. This model provides a 
kind of "unification" of many alternative models in software reliability 
because each alternative model is obtained by assigning particular prior 
distributions to the parameters N and A. We can show this "unification" 
by considering the following cases: 
Case(i) Assume that // and A in (iii) are degenerate at known values, 
then by the assumption ^2^^^ theorem 3.3 of Landeberg and 
Singpurwalla (1985) we have the Goel and Okumoto model (1979). 
Case(ii) Assume that N and jj, in (ii) and (iii) are degenerated at known 
values, then we have the Littlewood and Verral model (1973). 
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Case (iii) Assume that // in (iii) is degenerated at a known value, then we 
has a combination of the Goel and Okumoto and the Littlewood and 
Verral models. 
With the purpose of comparing our Bayes procedure with the MLE, we 
only consider the noninformative case, that is, we 
take ai=bi=ci-di=0. The advantage of the hierarchical Bayes model 
is in terms of understanding the model, the three-stage model is much 
easier to understand. Also, from (ii) and (iii), it is not difficult to see 
that A'' has a negative binomial distribution. 
Let t-[,t2^---^^n^^ ^he observed times between failures, and 
letr"-^ ={ti,t2^---^fn)- Then given the observed data/^"\ the likelihood 
functions for N{N > n) and A is 
n 
L{N,K\t^''^) = K''Y{[N -i + \]QX^{-hs{N -a)}, (4.2.3) 
n n 
where s = ^ti and a = ^ ( z -1)// / s . 
i^\ /=1 
Thejointposterior density of (A^,A,//) for N>n is 
p{N,A,M\ ^''^)a ^ J 7 [ # - / + 1]A""^  exp{-As(A^ - a)} (4.2.4) 
Integrating over ju and A, we obtain the marginal posterior density of N 
as 
fllN-i + l] 
p(N\t^''^)a^ , forN>n (4.2.5) 
N{N-af 
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Now an important property of (4.2.5) is that it is improper. Not only is 
this posterior improper, but we certainly also have the property that the 
posterior mean does not exist. This problem can be avoided in two natural 
ways: 
(a) Truncation: 
Let A^o su^h that (4.2.5) is close to zero. The improper posterior can be 
avoided by truncating p{N\t^^^) away from n, that is, by making 
(b) Informative prior on A: 
By taking a gamma prior Y{c,d) on A and a noninformative prior on ju 
which, based on (ii) and (iii) of (4.2.2), is equivalent to taking the 
following improper noninformative prior on A :^ 
p{N)a\IN 
In this chapter we follow the first alternative. 
Ifn «N, Forman and Singpurwalla (1977) showed via profile likelihood 
that the MLE of A" may be very unstable with respect to a. They 
concluded that as a becomes large, i.e., when the times between failures 
in the latter stages of testing are greater than those during the earlier 
stages, the MLE of A tends to n. If a is small, the MLE of A tends to 
become large, i.e. MLE of A is unstable for small values of a. This 
situation could provide estimates of A that are highly misleading. 
A 
Let us denote the posterior mode of A by N^QD ^^^ the MLE of A" by 
A 
^MLE I^ Table 4.1, taking « = 5, we compare the behavior of 
A A 
^MOZ) and A^X£ 
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Table 4.1 demonstrates very clearly that for small values of a, the Bayes 
estimator NJ^QJ) is very stable when compared with the estimator 
^MLE-
Using the profile likelihood, Forman and Singpurwalla (1977) showed for 
(3 = 0.52 and n = 2 that the MLE of N, N]^i£ is not finite. However, 
using (4.2.5), it is not hard to show that the posterior mode is finite, i.e. 
^MOD = 2 
4.3 BAYES ESTIMATES UNDER ASSYMMETRIC LOSS 
FUNCTIONS 
In the estimation of A'^  the use of symmetric loss function may be 
inappropriate as has been recognized in the literature-see, for example, 
Zellner, (1986). 
A A 
Table 4.1: Dependency of NJI^QD and Nji^i^ on a 
a 
4.0 
2.8 
2.3 
2.2 
2.06 
2.03 
2.02 
2,005 
2,002 
2,001 
2,000 
n = 5 
A A 
^MLE ^MOD 
5.0 
5.07 
8.83 
12.1 
35.4 
60.7 
102.0 
401.0 
1,005.0 
1,962.0 
35,288.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.50 
5.70 
6.02 
6.14 
6.14 
6.14 
6.14 
6.18 
6.18 
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It seems to us that underestimation of the parameter N results in more 
serious consequence than overestimation of A^ .^ To take into account this 
problem, we suggest in this chapter the use of LINEX function (Zellner, 
1986) which is formulated as follows: 
L{A) = b[Qxp{cA}-cA-l], c>0,b>0 (4.3.1) 
where A = N-N. It is seen that, forc = l, the function is quite 
asymmetric with underestimation being more costly than overestimation. 
If o O and A>0, the loss grows exponentially as A grows whereas 
when A<0, the loss grows approximate linearly. Thus positive and 
negative errors of equal magnitude give rise to quite different losses when 
the asymmetric loss function (4.3.1) is employed. For small values of c, 
the function is almost symmetric and not far from a squared loss function 
(see Varian (1975) for more details). It is not difficult to see that Bayes 
estimator that minimizes the posterior expectation of the LINEX loss 
function with respect to p(N \ r"^) is given by: 
N LINEX =--H E e - ^ % ( i V | / " b } o O (4.3.2) 
^ n<N<No 
Also, it can be demonstrated that: 
2. Nijj^£x is a decreasing function of c (c> 0). (4.3.3) 
For the standard debugging procedure, Forman and Singpurwalla (1977) 
proposed an empirical stopping rule based upon the relative likelihood 
function for the data, generated by simulation. Here motivated by (4.3.3) 
we propose the following sequential stopping rule for debugging the 
software: 
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1. Given that n errors are detected and C = CQ, compute 
2. If d(n,CQ) is close to zero, stop testing and accept the software and 
use the posterior mean or the optimal Bayes estimator under the 
LINEX function to estimate the parameter A'^ . If not, observe 
another failure time Z^ +j and go to step 1. 
This stopping rule provides a kind of robustness with respect to the loss 
functions, i.e., we do not need to be worried about symmetric and 
asymmetric loss functions to estimate the parameter A^^  . Also, it seems 
that this procedure is more realistic than the stopping rule suggested by 
Forman and Singpurwalla (1977) in the sense that we have a numerical 
measure to decide to stop or not debugging the software. 
To illustrate the performance of our proposed procedure to stop testing 
the software, we consider the data obtained during the debugging of a 
data reduction program called the F 11-D program. This program consists 
of "approximately 3-4 thousand" FORTRAN statements. As can be seen 
from Table 4.2, a total of 107 errors were detected after debugging the 
program for a total of 226.11 seconds of CPU time. Several strategies for 
distributing the errors in each time interval are available to a user. In our 
case, we adopt the strategy in which the times between errors in each 
interval is the quotient of the interval length (CPU time) to the number of 
errors in the interval. For more details about this data see Moranda (1975) 
or Forman and Singpurwalla (1977) 
In Table 4.3, the successive values of d(n,lO) and the posterior mean are 
computed at the end of each interval to decide to stop debugging the 
software. We choose CQ = 10 to be sure we have a quite asymmetric loss 
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function, however, we can verify that the optimal solution under the 
LESfEX function is very stable for CQ > 1. 
At the end of each interval, we compute d(n,l 0) to see the influence of 
the LINEX function on the estimative of N. For example, at the end of 
the interval number five we have a strong influence of the LESfEX 
function with respect to posterior mean and our measure J(40,10) signals 
us to continue debugging the software. 
Table 4.2: Data on F 11-D Program 
Interval 
number 
1 
2 
3 
Date 
1/12 
1/15 
1/16 
Number of 
errors:« 
8 
7 
1 
Cumulative 
number of 
errors 
8 
15 
16 
CPU time 
(seconds) 
0.5 
0.6 
0.65 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Total 
1/17 
1/18 
1/19 
1/22 
1/23 
1/24 
1/25 
1/26 
1/27 
1/29 
1/30 
1/31 
8 
16 
18 
13 
8 
9 
2 
6 
3 
3 
2 
3 
107 
24 
14 
58 
71 
79 
88 
90 
96 
99 
102 
104 
107 
1.9 
1.59 
8.83 
9.94 
7.25 
8.34 
3.86 
13.11 
34.15 
82.7 
1.1 
51.59 
226.11 
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After the twelfth interval, our procedure shows a better agreement than 
we had before and gives us a good indication that the debugging process 
is close to finish. In addition to obtain robustness with respect to the 
LINEX ftanction after having observed n = 99, Forman and Singpurwalla 
(1977) showed ft)r this data a very good agreement between the normal 
and the actual relative likelihood ftinctions. 
4.4 CONCLUSIONS 
An important aspect of our proposed stopping procedure is the robustness 
with respect to the shape parameter c of the LINEX fiinction. It means 
that our Bayesian procedure to estimate A'^  is not affected when replacing 
the squared loss ftanction by the LINEX loss ftinction. 
Table 4.3 Stopping rule for debugging the software using Fl 1-D data 
n 
8 
15 
16 
24 
40 
58 
71 
79 
88 
90 
96 
99 
102 
104 
107 
d(n,\0) 
99.64 
108.25 
31.51 
32.59 
163.13 
12.04 
7.72 
7.51 
8.69 
7.08 
4.46 
0.66 
0.03 
0.08 
0.05 
EiNlt^""^) 
124.30 
140.81 
53.19 
61.55 
226.42 
70.74 
79.18 
86.98 
97.24 
97.55 
99 
99 
102 
104 
107 
^MLE 
9 
16 
17 
24 
43 
60 
73 
81 
90 
92 
99 
100 
102 
104 
107 
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Also, as discussed by Forman and Singpurwalla (1977), for small values 
of d{n,lO) we have the normality of the relative likelihood function. 
Also, the Bayes procedure provides a very stable estimative of A'^  
compared with the MLE. 
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CHAPTER 5 
PARAMETER ESTIMATION OF SOME NHPP SOFTWARE 
RELIABILITY MODELS WITH CHANGE-POINT 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
As the software systems play an increasingly important role in computer 
systems, intensive studies have been carried out to ensure the software 
reliability. During the past three decades many software reliability growth 
models (SRGMs) have been proposed; see Musa et.al. (1987), Xie 
(1991), Pham (1999), Singpurwalla and Wilson (1999), among many 
others. A very important class is Non Homogeneous Poisson Process 
(NHPP) models, which has great advantages in practice and attracted a lot 
of attention. The main issue in the NHPP model is to determine an 
appropriate failure intensity ftmction. Once the failure intensity function 
is determined, the software reliability and the related measurements can 
be easily derived. 
Various NHPP software reliability models have been built upon various 
assumptions for the testing process. For many NHPP models it is usually 
assumed that each time a failure occurs, the fault that cause the failure 
can be immediately removed and no new faults are introduced, which is 
usually called perfect debugging, and that during the testing process the 
fault detection rate is a constant in the first NHPP model (GO model see 
Goel and Okumoto, 1979). However, in many realistic situations, the 
software-testing process can be affected by many factors, such as the 
running environment, testing strategy and resource allocation. Once these 
factors are changed during the testing phase, the software failure intensity 
may increase or decrease nonmonotonically. It is a change point problem 
proposed by Zhao (1993) in software reliability estimation the change 
point effect should be considered simultaneously. Otherwise, the 
estimated model may not express the factual software reliability behavior. 
Recently, the change-point problem in software failure process is 
considered by Zou (2003) and some NHPP software reliability models 
with change-point have been proposed. The change-point of the fault 
detection rate in the NHPP model is first considered in Chang (2001). 
Moreover, Shyur (2003) incorporated both imperfect debugging and 
change-point problem into the NHPP model. The unknown change-point 
in the model should be estimated from the observed data. In statistical 
literature, although the change-point problem has been studied by many 
authors (see Nguyen et.al., 1984; Yao, 1986; Pham and Nguyen, 1990; 
Muller, 1992; Loader, 1996; Chen and Gupta,2001; Fotopoulos and 
Jandhyala, 2001; etc.), the NHPP software reliability model with change-
point is not considered much. To find the intensity Sanctions with change-
point, Chang (2001) used the least square method to estimate the 
parameter assuming that the change-point is located at the failure data 
points and that the fiinctional form of the intensity function of the NHPP 
is known. However, in many realistic situations the change is not 
necessarily occurring at some failure points, we use the maximum 
likelihood method to estimate the change-point and the other model 
parameters. If there is not much information on the testing process or 
even the failure intensity ftinction is completely unknown, the maximum 
likelihood method is not applicable. Then we propose a nonparametric 
method to estimate the change-point of NHPP. This nonparametric 
estimation can reduce the modeling bias as well. The simulation results 
show that the methods work well. 
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5.2 NHPP MODELS WITH CHANGE-POINT 
Many NHPP models are very useful to describe the software failure 
process which possesses certain trends such as reliability growth. In this 
chapter we review the GO model proposed by Goel and Okumoto (1979) 
and the imperfect-software-debugging model proposed by Pham (1993). 
The extensions of these two models with change-point are also reviewed. 
5.2.1 GO MODEL 
Software testing processes are often modeled as a fault counting process. 
Let {N{t),t>0} be a counting process representing the cumulative 
number of software failures by time /. The process N(t) is shown to be a 
NHPP with mean value function m{t) and failure intensity function/I (?). 
Goel and Okumoto (1979) assume that the software failure intensity /i{t) 
is proportional to the expected number of undetected failures. Thus, 
m(t)can be obtained by solving the following differential equation: 
^t) = ^!^ = b[a-m{t)] (5.2.1) 
dt 
where a denotes the initial number of faults contained in the software 
andb is known as the fault detection rate. Solving the equation, the mean 
value function and the intensity function are obtained as follows: 
m{t) = a{\-e~^^), (5.2.2) 
and 
-bt 
X{t) = abe (5.2.3) 
In software reliability, the initial number of faults and the fault detection 
rate are always unknown. The parameters can be evaluated by some 
statistical methods. 
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5.2.2 IMPERFECT-SOFTWARE -DEBUGGING MODEL 
Following the GO model, the constant (3 implies the perfect debugging 
assumption, i.e., no new faults are introduced during the debugging 
process. Pham (1993) introduced a NHPP software reliability model that 
is subject to imperfect debugging. This model is an extension of the GO 
model. He assumed if detected faults are removed, then there is a 
possibility to introduced new faults with a constant rate P. Let a{t) be 
the number of faults to be eventually detected (denoted by a) plus the 
number of new faults introduced to the software by time t, the mean 
value fiinction m(t) can be given as the solution of the following system 
of differential equations: 
X{t) = ^ = b[a{t)-mit)], 
ot 
da(t) _ dm{t) 
dt ~ 8t ' 
a(0) = a,m(0) = 0 (5.2.4) 
where a is the number of faults to be eventually detected. Solving the 
above equations, we can obtain the mean value ftanction and intensity 
fiinction, respectively, as follows 
m(0~[l-<^-<'-^)*'] , (5.2.5) 
and 
A{t) = abe~^^~^^^^. (5.2.6) 
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5.2.3 GO MODEL WITH CHANGE-POINT 
It is quite often that the fault detection rate b is supposed to be a constant 
in many NHPP software reliability models. And the failure intensity 
function X{t) is often expected to be a constant fiinction of time. 
However, this fault detection rate may be affected by many factors, such 
as the testing strategy, resource allocation and^ on. During a software 
testing process, there is possibility that the underlying fault detection rate 
ftinction is changing at some moment r , called "change-point". 
Considering the change-point in software models is intended to be close 
to the reality. 
Chang (2001) considered the GO model with change-point, which is an 
extension of the GO model. Then the fault detection rate b is not a 
constant now, and it is supposed to have a change-point. Therefore, the 
fault detection rate at testing time / can be defined as 
'bi 0<t<T 
b{t) = 
\p2 t>T 
(5.2.7) 
Where r is the change-point, a is the expected number of faults 
contained in the software at the beginning of test, and b\,b2 are the fault 
detection rate before and after the change-point respectively. 
Under these assumptions, solving the equation: 
X{t) = ^ ^ = b{t)[a - m{t)], (5.2.8) 
dt 
The mean value fiinction and intensity fiinction can be derived as 
m{t) = a{\-e~^^^) 0<t<T, r (5-2.9) 
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and 
m= ahe *i^  0<?<r, (5.2.10) 
[flZ)2e-^i^-*2(^-^) t>T, 
It should be noticed that m{t) is a continuous function, but X{t) is 
discontinuous at t = T 
5.2.4 IMPERFECT-SOFTWARE-DEBUGGING MODEL WITH 
CHANGE-POINT 
The imperfect-software-debugging model supposes the fault detection 
rate b and the fault introduction rate ^ are constants. However, in 
practice, there is a possibility that these rates are changing at some 
moment. Shyur (2003) extended the imperfect-software-debugging model 
with change-point problem. The fault detection rate and fault introduction 
rate are supposed to have a change-point in software testing phase. 
Therefore, the fault detection rate fiinction at testing time / is 
{bx 0<t<T 
b{t) = \' (5.2.11) 
Where r is the change-point and the fault introduction rate ^(t) can be 
defined as 
fy^ l 0<t<T 
m = \ ' ^ (5.2.12) 
Solving the equations 
Ait) = ^ = bit)[a{t)-m{t)], 
at 
M) = ^ (0M), „(0) = a,«,(0) = O (5.2.13) 
ot at 
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the mean value function and intensity function can be derived as 
m(t) = 
_^[i_,-(i-A)¥] o<t<T 
^ n _ g-(l-A)biT-i\-fi2)b2{t-T). ^ rn{T){Px-P2) ^ > ^ 
(5.2.14) 
and 
m= (5.2.15) 
5.:5 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 
The software reliability models involve unknown parameters, which are 
to be estimated from the observed data. In the NHPP models with 
change-point, the change-point in testing process is always unknown. In 
this chapter we propose a maximum likelihood method to estimate the 
change-point and other parameters of the NHPP models under the 
condition that the functional form of the intensity function is known. Here 
we only consider the GO model with change-point. The estimation 
procedures for other NHPP models with change-point are similar. 
5.3.1 FAILURE TIME DATA 
Suppose the software testing interval lasted T units of time and n faults 
were observed. Let 0 < 5'] < 5*2 < • • • < 5'„ < T be the time at which the 
failures were observed. From the NHPP properties, the likelihood 
function of the observed data is 
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N(T) 
L{T,a,bi,b2) = exp{-a[l-e~^^^~^^^^"'^]} f j abie'^^^' 
i=\ (5.3.1) 
Thus the log likelihood function is 
L =\ogL{T,a,bi,b2) 
= -41-e^i^-*2(3^-^)] (532) 
A (^r) n 
i^\ i=N{T)+\ 
By Nguyen et.al. (1984), the log likelihood ftinction tends to infinity as 
the change-point r tends to the failure time 5'„ from below. Since the log 
likelihood function is unbounded, the estimate of r can not be obtained 
by maximizing the log likelihood function over T e [0,T]. In practice, the 
change-point is supposed to be in the testing phase but not near the 
boundary. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that there are failures 
occurring before and after the change. This leads us to restrict the change-
point in the interval [S2,Sfj_\]. Hence, log likelihood function is 
bounded when Te[S2,S„_i] and the estimate ofr can be obtained by 
maximizing the log likelihood function. The estimates of the parameters 
A A 
T,a,bi,b2 should satisfy 
A A 
L {f,a,bi,b2)= max max L {T,a,b\,b2) (5.3.3) 
T^[S2,Sn_^]a,bx,b2 
If r G [S]^, S]^^\^, then A'^ (t;) = k ,so the log likelihood function is 
k 
L[{T,a,bi,b2) = -a[l-e-*l^-*2(r->-)] + | ; ( loga i , -b^Si) 
(5.3.4) 
i=k+\ 
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where a>0,bi>0,b2>0. Since Li^ is a continuous function, L/^ admits 
a maximum on [S}(^,Sj^+i] either at some point in [Si^,Sf^^i] or at the 
failure point /S^ +^l- The maximum value can be obtained by numerical 
computation. Denote the optimal solution by TJ^, aj^, bij^, b2k, 
respectively, and the maximum value over [Sj^,Sj^+\] is 
Lki'^k^^kMkMk)= max max Li,(T,a,bi,b2) (5.3.5) 
^^[Sk^Si,+i]a,bx,b2 
Therefore, the maximum value over the whole interval [S2,S„^\] is 
L (f,a,b\,b2) = max max max L]^{r,a,bi,b2) 
k T€.[Sk,Si^+x]a,b\M (5 3 6) 
= maxLkiTk,aj^,bij^,b2k) 
k 
/v y\ 
Then the estimates f, a, b^, b2, can be obtained by comparing the 
values of mTk,ak,bik'h.k)-
5.3.2 GROUPED DATA 
Sometimes the failures can not be observed exactly and only the number 
of failures up to a given time is known. This type of data is known as 
grouped data, which is widely studied in software reliability engineering. 
In this case the likelihood fiinction is not in the form of (5.3.1). thus, a 
new form of the maximum likelihood estimation is required. This is going 
to be given below. 
Suppose we observed the software failure process {N{t)} at n time 
points: 0 = SQ <Si<S2<---<Sfj=T. Let yj be the total number of the 
observed failures up to the time Sj, / = 0,1,...,«. So yj -yj_i is the 
number of observed failures occurring during the interval [5'/_i,5'/]. The 
likelihood ftinction of the observed data is 
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LiT,a,bub2) = fl^^^^^^^^^^ (5.3.7) 
And the log likelihood function is 
L{T,a,bi,b2) = J](j/ -yj-i)log[m(5/)-m{si_i)] 
'"^ (5.3.8) 
-iiog[(3^/-;^M)!]-Kn 
The change-point is also supposed to bee not near the boundary and we 
restrict it in the interval [S2,Syi_\]. Then the estimates f, a, bi, bi 
should satisfy 
L {f,a,bi,b2)= max max L]^{T,a,b\,b2) (5.3.9) 
T€.[S2,Sn-\]a,bx,b2 
|,the5 If r e ['S/t '"^ yt+l 1' th i^ikelihood function is 
L\T,a,b^,b2) = -a[\-e-^^'-^^^^-'^]-Y\og{yi-yi_^)\ 
i=\ 
+ (yk+l -yk)log[ae-^'^^ -ae-^^'-^2iSu,-r)^ 
n 
i=k+2 
(5.3.10) 
* * 
Since Lj^ is a continuous fiinction, Lj^ admits a maximum on 
[5" ,^5;t4.l]either at some point in [•S^ j^^ '^ +i] or at the failure point Sk+\. 
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The optimal solution T^k->^k->^k->^2k ^^^ ^^ obtained by numerical 
computation and the maximum value over [S]^,S]^j^\\ is 
Lk(Jk^^kAk^hk)= max max Lj^(T,a,bi,b2) (5.3.11) 
So the maximum value over the whole interval [S2,Sn_\] is 
L {f,a,bi,b2) = max max max Lj^{T,a,b\,b2) 
k Te[Sk,Sk+i]a,bi,b2 
= maxLk{Tk,ak,bik,b2k) 
k 
(5.3.12) 
A A 
Then the estimates T, a, b\, b2 canbe obtained by comparing the values 
oiLj^{Tk,aj^,bxj^,b2k)-
5.4 NONPARAMETRIC ESTINMATION 
In the previous section, change-point estimation is based on the 
assumption that the functional form of the intensity function is known. 
However, this is very often not the case. Then the choice of a model will 
sometime cause a large bias. In this situation we propose a non-
parametric method to estimate the change-point. 
5.4.1 FAILURE TIME DATA 
Suppose the failure intensity function X{t) is continuous during the 
testing phase [0,r] except at a change-point r . That is, the intensity 
function is discontinuous only at r. Suppose «failures are observed in 
[0,r], and let 0 < 5"! < ^ 2 < • • • < ^« ^ ^ be the failure times. 
If the failure intensity function is continuous in the whole interval, a non-
parametric estimation for X{t) is 
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^(04i4^} (5-4.1) h. 1 V 
where K{u) is a kernel function and h is the bandwidth. 
To estimate the change-point, we investigate the maximum difference 
between left and right estimates, where the right estimate A+{t) is 
estimated using observations located at the right of point t, and the left 
estimate /i_(0 is estimated using the data located at the left. 
A A A 
Accordingly, an estimate for a possible jump A{t) = A.+ (t) - Jl_ (t) 
follows. Then the estimate f is defined as the point where the possible 
jump achieves maximum. 
Suppose the change-point is not at the boundary and there are observed 
failures before and after change. We can restrict the change-point in the 
interval [5'/,5'„+i_/], here / is some integer. Suppose K^{.) is 
a positive kernel fianction with support [0,1] and A^_(.)is defined by 
K_(u) = K^{-u). A basic assumption is that A ^ + ( 0 ) > 0 , ^ ( M ) > 0 when 
1 
0 < M < 1, \K{u)du = 1 .then the left and right estimates of A{t) are 
0 
1 ^ . . fS^-t^ X_{t) = — Y,K 'I 
^- i=\ V h_ 
and 
^+(0 = - I ^ + 1 ^ „ (Si-t^ 
V K J 
respectively, where h_ and /2+ are left and right bandwidths. Then the 
estimate f should satisfy 
A(f)= max A(0= max [K{t)-L{t)\ (5.4.2) 
te[Si,Syj+x_i] te[Si,S„j^x_i] 
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if tG[SI^,SI^+\], we can choose bandwidth /2_ = 5"^ -^+! -5'yt_yand 
h+ =5';t+l+/ ~'^k' h r^^  J s^ ^^^ integer number. Thus A{t) on [%,'S';^ +i] 
// 
1 ^ ^ 5 ; - / ^ 1 ^ 
- ^ ^ 
(5.4.3) 
Since Ay^ (0 is a continuous function in the interval [*S'yt,«S* i^j4j|JletJ^ ^h '^'' 
the point where A)^{t) admits a maximum on [5'yt,5'yt+i]. Then the 
A 
maximum value of Aj^{t) on [Si(,Si^+i] is 
kkit)= max A;t(0. (5.4.4) 
A 
Therefore, the maximum value of A(^ ) on the whole interval [5'/,5'„+i_/] 
is 
A A A 
A(f) = max max A^(0 = maxA (^?y{-). (5.4.5) 
k te[Si,,Sj,+i] k 
A 
Then the estimate f is obtained by comparing the values of Aj^{tj^). 
5.4.2 GROUPED DATA 
When the failure data is grouped, we propose the following non-
parametric method to estimate the change-point. Suppose we observe the 
software failure process {N{t)} at n time points, 
0 = SQ<Si<S2<---<Sfj=T. Let yi be the total number of observed 
failures up to the time Sj, / = 0,l,...,«.so yj -yj_i is the number of 
observed failures occurring during the interval (5';_i,5';]. We also 
consider the maximum difference between the left and right estimates. If 
t € {Sk,Sj^^i\, the left and right estimates of A{t) are 
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k+l 
'y,-y>-i^''' 
^i - ^i-\ J /=i 
/TWit) 
and 
n 
4(0= ZWi'it) 
respectively, where 
Si 
wr{t)= I K_\ 
Si-x 
f yi-yi-\ 
Uj-t} 
~h7 du 
and 
Wt{t)= j K ^"-'^ 
' + 
Si-i K 
du 
A 
are left and right interval weights. Therefore, A(/) on the interval 
tE{Si„Sk+i]is 
A^ (0 = i^ (0-4(0 
5,-
u-t 
h 
f 
du 
+ J 
yi-yi-\ 
\ Si 
9- - 9- 1 • ^ J 
fu-t^ 
\ K J 
du 
k+\ Si 
u-t f du yi-yi-\ 
\ k+\ Si U-t^ 
^i ^i-\J i=\s. V h- J 
du. (5.4.6) 
The fiinction A^(?) is a continuous ftinction in the interval \^k->^k-^\\-
Let t]^ be the point where t^iit) admits a maximum on [5'jt,<S'jt+i]. Then 
the maximum value of t^^if) on ['S'jj-,5'^ +i] is 
A^(/^)= max A^(0 (5.4.7) 
^^\Sk^S]^j^x\ 
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Table 5.1: Software failure times data: System T 1 
Software failure times 
3 
33 
146 
227 
342 
351 
353 
444 
556 
571 
709 
759 
836 
860 
968 
1056 
1726 
1846 
1872 
1986 
2311 
2366 
2608 
2676 
3098 
3278 
3288 
4434 
5034 
5049 
5085 
5089 
5089 
5097 
5324 
5389 
5565 
5623 
6080 
6380 
6477 
6740 
7192 
7447 
7644 
7837 
7843 
7922 
8738 
10089 
10237 
10258 
10491 
10625 
10982 
11175 
11411 
11442 
11811 
12559 
12559 
12791 
13121 
13486 
14708 
15251 
15261 
15277 
15806 
16185 
16229 
16358 
17168 
17458 
17758 
18287 
18568 
18728 
19556 
20567 
21012 
21308 
23063 
24127 
25910 
26770 
17753 
28460 
28493 
29361 
30085 
32408 
35338 
36799 
37642 
37654 
37915 
39715 
40580 
42015 
42045 
42188 
42296 
42296 
45406 
46653 
47596 
48296 
49171 
49416 
50145 
52042 
52489 
52875 
53321 
53443 
54433 
55381 
56463 
56485 
56560 
57042 
62551 
62651 
62661 
63732 
64106 
64893 
71043 
74364 
75409 
76057 
81542 
82702 
84566 
88682 
Therefore, the maximum value of A{t) on the whole interval 
[Si,S„+i_i] is 
A(f) = max max Ai^ (t) = max Af^(t/^) 
k te[Si,,Sk+i] k 
(5.4.8) 
Then the non-parametric estimate f can be obtained by comparing the 
A 
valuesof Ayt(?;t)• 
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5.5 EXAMPLE 
Table 5.1 shows the data set collected from the system T 1 in Musa et al. 
(1987). This data set includes 136 faults found in the testing phase. We 
use the GO model and GO with change-point model to fit the failure data, 
respectively. The GO with change-point model fit of this data resulted in 
parameter estimates of f = 1056, a = 144.4, ^=1.11x10 , and 
^2 = 2.99 X10" . It is clear that the estimates bi and ^2 ^^e significantly 
different, and there is a change in the testing process. We separate the 
data into two subsets. 
Table 5.2: Comparison of descriptive and predictive power of GO models 
With change-point No change-point 
Maximize log-likelihood 
SSE(fit) 
SSE(predict) 
-828.8 
2939.895 
21.778 
-836.9 
6858.424 
162.327 
Table 5.3: Mean absolute error for ML estimators for failure time data 
case 
a 
1000 
500 
250 
A 
T 
0.00190 
0.0022 
0.0051 
a 
25.7152 
19.6859 
14.1699 
0.0429 
0.0661 
0.0922 
A 
0.2119 
0.3051 
0.4390 
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The first 120 records are used to fit the models and estimate the 
parameters; the remaining points are used to illustrate the predictive 
power of the models. Table 5.2 summarizes the SSE values for the 
models. It shows that the SSE-fit and SSE-predict values for the change-
point model are smaller than other ones which do not consider the 
change-point problem. Therefore, we suggest that there is a change in the 
testing process after 1056 CPU time of the testing phase according to the 
observed failures. 
5.6 SIMULATION STUDY 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed estimation methods, some 
simulation data are studied. It was designed to test using a length of time 
r = 1, the expected number of software faults at the beginning of test 
a = 250,500 or 1000, and the change-point r is 0.4^ for incomplete 
failure data, we choose A: = 50 and Si=ilk , z = 1,2,...,A;. Here, we 
take^l = 1 and 62 = 4. Table 5.3 and 5.4 give the esfimators by maximum 
likelihood methods for the complete failure data and incomplete data, 
respectively. In each table we repeated 1000 times for each case. 
Table 5.4: Mean absolute error for ML estimators for grouped data case 
a 
1000 
500 
250 
r 
0.0018 
0.0027 
0.0052 
a 
28.1146 
19.5860 
14.0985 
A 
0.0422 
0.0677 
0.0978 
A 
0.2262 
0.3114 
0.4596 
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Table 5.5: Mean absolute error for nonparametric estimators for failure 
time data case 
a Mean absolute error 
1000 
500 
250 
0.0061 
0.0084 
0.0142 
The comparison criteria are mean absolute error. It is clear that the 
maximum likelihood estimators have small mean absolute error for both 
cases of complete data and incomplete data. Therefore, the maximum 
likelihood estimators behave satisfactorily in all cases. 
As an illustration of the non-parametric methods, we consider the failure 
data, following the same model as above. The kernel function we use is 
K^{U) = -{\-U\Q<U<\ and K_{u) = K+{-u),-l<u<Q^ for 
complete failure data, we choose the bandwidth h_ = S}^+\ - SJ^_4Q and 
h+ =*S'yt+4i -Sjf^. And for incomplete data, we take h_ =Sj(+\ ~'^ A:-10 
and /2+ = 5'yt+ii- Sj^. Table 5.5 gives the non-parametric estimator for the 
complete data, while table 5.6 gives the non-parametric estimator for the 
incomplete data. In each table we repeated 1000 times for each case. The 
comparison criteria are mean absolute error. It is shown that the non-
parametric estimators have small mean absolute error for both cases. 
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Therefore, the non-parametric estimators behave satisfactorily when not 
much information is known. 
5.7 DISCUSSION 
The maximum HkeHhood method and non-parametric method for 
estimating the change-point of a NHPP model have been proposed. Once 
the model parameters determined the software reliability easily can be 
derived. The result of simulation in section 5.5 shows that the estimators 
perform well. This maximum likelihood method is useful for various 
NHPP with change-point software reliability models. If the failure 
intensity function is completely unknown, the non-parametric method for 
estimating the change-point behaves satisfactorily. 
Recently the change-point problems in statistical models are attracting a 
lot of attention. Statistical inference for change-point is becoming more 
and more important. Various types of change-point problems in various 
models are widely considered; for example, see Aue and Steinebach 
(2002), Pons (2002), Dabye et al. (2003), and Xie et al. (2004). In this 
cK(i|Diyiwe only consider that there is one change-point in the testing 
phase. In a realistic situation, it is possible that there is more than one 
change-point. Therefore, the NHPP model with two or more change-
points problem should be ftirther studied. 
In the GO model with change-point, the fault detection rate is changing at 
5ome moment abruptly. However, sometimes, the parameter is changing 
gradually in some interval. For example, the fault detection rate is 
\ 0<t<Ti, 
b{t) = 1 bn-b] , bi+-^ ^ ( ^ -^ l ) Ti<t<T2, 
h t>T2, 
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where qand T2 are change-points and ^,^2 ^^ ^ constants. The NHPP 
models with this type of change-point should be considered and statistical 
methods should be further developed. 
Table 5.6: Mean absolute error for nonparametric estimators for grouped 
data case 
a Mean absolute error 
1000 
500 
250 
0.0061 
0.0084 
0.0142 
Furthermore, whether a change-point exists is always unknown, so it is of 
interest to test HQ:b\= bi versus Hi'.bi^bi in the GO model with 
change-point. Moreover, the test for other parameters with a change-point 
in the NHPP models is also important in practice. Therefore, the testing 
procedure in the NHPP models with change-point should be developed. 
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